
Lead-in
Video about strange laws. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BJxMAuwGyD0
Which country has the strangest law? Do you agree with any of these laws?

Meaning: Do listening activities in Time Zones p 26

Form: Present the form on a slide using for elicitation/guided discovery. Then have ss practice,
they walk around the room and write a rule for each picture that is posted. Pair check, then have
a volunteer from each pair write their rule. There should be 10 rules on the WB. Give
feedback/error correction at this phase.

Can you + [VP] / Yes I can.
Are you allowed to + [VP] / Yes I am.
Do you have to + [VP] / Yes I do.

Which one of these three means something different? (have to)

Have ss come up and write negative ss. (You can’t, you don’t have to, you’re not allowed to)

Ss make their own sentences walking around the classroom looking at images and deciding
what the rule is using “You can’t/you have to/you’re not allowed to”. Have ss write answers on
WB for WCFB

Pronunciation: page 31, walk through the exercises, then “roll 6” game with sentences from
previous activity.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BJxMAuwGyD0
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You can’t eat ice cream in class.

You have to do your homework before you play video games.

You’re allowed to drink ten beers after work.

You have to say goodbye to your teacher at the end of class.

You can’t take selfies during a test.

You’re have to to wear no pants at school.

You have to go to the hospital if a lion eats your leg.



You’re not allowed to punch your teacher in the face.

You’re not allowed to speak Vietnamese in class.

You can’t forget to flush the toilet at your friend’s house.

Your topic:

Why is this a problem?

What new rules should we have to fix this problem?


